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New Attack Vectors for Mobile Core Networks
Silke Holtmanns
Mobile network operators connect towards each other through the private interconnection network (IPX). This
closed private network enables international calls, data, messages and many other services across network
and country borders. It connects billions of users and Internet of Things devices. In the last years, evidence
arose that the network has been misused for various kind of attacks. We will introduce the foundations of the
interconnection network, give the security background. Outline existing attacks and describe a new charging
attack. Various activities are ongoing to improve the security of the IPX network, which we will describe. We
close with an overview of potential risk areas for 5G core networks.
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1 Introduction

When we travel abroad, we assume that our phones
connect us with our loved one and we can use data,
receive messages and make calls. When we arrive in
the country of our choice and switch on the phone, we
often do not think what happens in the background
before we can obtain and use the local network operator services.
Depending on your destination, the network you connect to has never seen you before. It has no preknowledge about the subscriber, it is not aware if
you have a pre-paid or post paid subscription, it
doesn’t have the cryptographic credentials to protect
the air interface and it can’t authenticate you. Still
in the end we can make calls etc and are charged on
our home-network bill. To achieve this the communication network operators communicate through a
private signalling network, the Interconnection Network or IPX network. All network operators are connected through it with each other, sometimes directly,
sometimes indirectly via service providers (called IPX
providers). Those network operators are competing
with each other, they belong to different political systems and are in many cases independent of each other,
still they cooperate and connect through the IPX. This
network spans the whole globe and there are large
undersea cables connecting the continents with each
other, so Figure 1 shows a very simplified view of the
network.
The first roaming network was the Nordic Mobile
Telephone (NTM) Network between Norway, Finland, Sweden and Denmark [1] in 1981. At that time
most network operators were state owned and there
was trust between the partners. The main goal was to
enable services for their users and to enlarge the offerings. They built a system that was working nicely and
served that goal securely in this specific setting.
The networks connected to each other using the Signalling System No. 7 (SS7) protocol stack between
network elements and between different types of operator networks, service providers on the interconnection and within operator networks. In this closed
private network no additional security was needed.
SS7 was standardised by the International Telecommunication Union, Telecommunication Standardisation Sector (ITU-T) [2] and consists out of various protocol layers, similar to the ISO-OSI stack. The system
turned out to be a huge success. The IPX network and
the services running over it have expanded rapidly
and now there are about 2000 entities in the IPX network.
Today, the IPX network uses SS7 and its IP version
SIGTRAN heavily for control traffic. User data traffic
uses the GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP). But with
upcoming 3G/4G network deployments also the interconnection between operators take more and more
place using the diameter protocol.
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2 Existing Attacks
About 10 years ago the first publicly known attack
was presented by Tobias Engel [3] and consisted out
of a coarse location tracking attack on MSC (Mobile Switching Center) or country level if a user was
abroad. It was a SS7 Message Application Part (MAP)
based attack. It was then very quiet up to 2014 and
the following years, when a string of SS7 attacks
were published and their practical feasibility demonstrated. Also, attackers started to exploit the IPX for
criminal gains:
• Location Tracking on CellID level [4], [5], [6]
• Eavesdropping [5], [6]
• SMS interception [5], [6]
• Fraud [5], [6]
• Denial of Service [5], [6]
• Credential theft [6]
• Data session hijacking – GPRS Tunneling Protocol [7], [8]
• Unblocking stolen phone [9]
• OTP (One Time Password) theft and account
takeover for Telegram, Facebook, Whatsapp or
banking TANs [10], [11], [12], those attack were
usually part of a larger attack
Those researchers showed potential attack vectors,
that those attack vectors were exploited can be seen
by the attack in [10] where fraudsters used it or in
[13], [14] where entities were caught or in [15] where
a service company offers this kind of activity as a service.

3 Existing Attacks for Diameter
When a new mobile generation appears, usually the
radio part is updated first to provide the users with
more bandwith, then the core network nodes are upgraded. The last part to be updated is the communication between the operators i.e. the IPX. In 2014,
most of the IPX communication still took place using
SS7 or its IP version SIGTRAN. Slowly the industry
moved toward 3G/4G diameter based IPX communications. Even if diameter is a different protocol,
the underlying functional design ideas are similar in
many cases. Therefore, researchers together with the
industry were evaluating the diameter protocol for
potential misusage and countermeasures. Here some
of the findings:
•
•
•
•

Interworking and bidding down attacks [16]
Location tracking [17], [18]
Denial of Service [19], [20]
Fraud [21], [22], [23]

The IPX network is not an open network, where every
script kid can just send messages to. It is still a private
network. A potential attacker has to gain access to
the IPX network first to perform attacks. In the EU
to encourage competition, operators have to offer the
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Figure 1: Major Interconnection Links
services that they have themselves for their customer
also to potential virtual operators. The idea is to reduce the threshold and avoid anti-competitive behavior. From a practical point of view, an operator has
no good possibility to validate up-front if the potential B2B customer is a legitimate virtual operator or
a fraudster. Therefore, an attacker can »just« rent access.
Another entry point is offered by nodes that are connected to the IPX AND the Internet. Those kinds of
nodes are visible on search engines like Shodan.io or
can be found through scans of the Internet. Classical
attack routes like exercising pressure e.g. political,
bribing, social engineering or similar also exist. In all
cases, the attacker needs to have sufficient telecommunication technical skill and financial resources. In
addition, attack software is not as widely available as
for example for Internet type of attacks, where tools
like Burp or Metasploit make attackers and security
engineers lives easier.
The operator community GSMA is a good example of
an industry that changes. Today, GSMA has a CVE
program and a working vulnerability management
process and several specifications outlining how to
protect networks against the known attacks. Also,
their cooperation with the security research community is very constructive. But still there are many
operators out there and not all of them are diligent
when it comes to securing their networks.

4 New Attack Vectors for 4G
For our research we used a Nokia internal emulator,
which allowed us to realistically test attack scenario
without accidentally damaging a real running operational network. This kind of emulators are normally
used for interoperability tests between network nodes
e.g. for new software releases. We used the nodes
marked in pink in Figure 2.
The following nodes are relevant related to our attack:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

User Equipment (UE) the mobile terminal
Enhanced Node B (eNB) the antenna
Mobility Management Node (MME)
Home Subscriber Service (HSS)
Serving Gateway (SGW)
Packet Gateway (PGW)
Policy and Charging Rule Function (PCRF)

With regard to the interface, the S9 interface is the one
relevant for our attack. The S9 interface is a diameter
based roaming interface between two networks. It is
used to exchange charging related control information, in particular the Policy Charging Control (PCC)
information. The PCC defines everything about your
subscription:
•
•
•
•

Data type
Data rates
Whatever cellular service you can think off
Defines how to handle you and what to grant you
»service flow filters«
• Usually identified by a string
In Figure 3 we have the case of a roaming scenario
where a finnish subscriber visits Austria.
The terminal UE connects to the serving network eNB
and then the MME, SGW are involved in setting up
the communication. The home PGW and HSS are
involved in the set-up. The first S9 communication
(after setting up the basic communication) would be
the Charging Control Request (CCR), where the visited network would enquire about the subscription
details of the subscriber from the home network. The
answer would be in the Charging Control Answer
(CCA).
In addition, on that interface the home network has
the possibility to make a Re-Authentication Request
(RAR) message with a Re-Authentication Answer.
This message is for example used when some things
with regard to the subscription change, while the user
is abroad.
We will show now how those messages can be mis-
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Figure 2: Core Network Simulator

Figure 3: Normal roaming flow on S9
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used to influence the type of service a user gets. The
attack has two steps:
1. to obtain the PCC of a »good subscription« to
know the format
2. to change a low value subscription into a good
subscription
Of course, for a DoS scenario one can just change the
subscription into a »no service« type of subscription,
but we will focus on the fraud case.
In the first step the attacker poses at the home network and request the PCC via a RAR message. This
kind of approach assumed basically that the receiving network does not make any sanity check (see Figure 4).
If the user is roaming, then such a RAR request has
better chances of getting through. But for that the
attacker would need to know, to which network the
users roamed to.
The attacker is now in possession of a PCC from
a good subscription e.g. data flatrate from an IoT
device. The next step is to use the PCC obtained to
update a »cheap subscription« with good terms, as
shown in Figure 5.
For this the attacker poses again as home network and
sends a RAR request. If the receiving operator is doing proper data handling, then the request should not
go through, because
1. it is coming from own network
2. the user is its own subscriber
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The 5G core network architecture introduces the
concept of a Service Based Architecture (SBA). Each
network node offers their data and information as a
service resource, which can be requested from other
nodes through HTTP Rest APIs. The Home Network,
called HPLMN and the Visited Network (VPLMN)
communicate via the edge proxy (SEPP) to exchange
data related to charging, security, user identity, mobility etc using the SBA bus (red in Figure 7). The SEPP
is a newly introduced architectural node, which improves the 5G security architecture compared to the
3G and 4G, where de-facto often a security filtering
node was in the communication path, but it was not
official part of the 3GPP architecture (Figure 7).
While this offers a large degree of flexibility in terms
of extensibility and deployment, it has the drawback,
that it requires careful configuration to avoid unauthorized data access, modifications or deletions. By
definition a communication bus each entity can communicate with each other entity on the bus. The
SBA uses the standardized REST API, which is wellknown from web services. It will be a big challenge
not only to ensure the correct authentication of all entities, but also if they are authorized to perform a certain action on a given resource.

6 Conclusion

There are some routing tricks and double entry approaches possible to fool a potential filtering, but
those strongly depend on the implementation of the
filtering. But as said before, not all network operators are diligent to really validate those details at the
network edge. An alternative approach can be taken,
when the user is not in his home network (see Figure 6).
In this case the attacker poses as home network while
the subscription is roaming. This is an interesting case
from fraud perspective, as the attacker may sell an
»upgrade« for a subscription to a user who goes to
a high-cost country.
Those attacks illustrate how important it is to validate
requests that arrive at the network edge via various
means e.g. velocity check, validation of origin host
and realm, realm/host based routing etc. GSMA has
some specific specifications dedicated to that topic for
their members e.g. IR.88, FS.19.

Mobile networks connect towards each other through
the Interconnection Network. Every user and cellular enabled device is connected to it through the local
operator. Through this networks attacks have been
performed using the legacy protocol SS7. The newer
3G/4G diameter protocol offers similar functionalities as the SS7 protocol. In an insufficiently protected
case, attacks can also be performed using the diameter
protocol and may lead to charging fraud and Denial
of Service attacks. The presented attacks could be in
particular being bad for IoT devices, where no user
is directly involved. Countermeasures exist and can
be deployed but require diligence and attention to details.
The upcoming 5G Core Network has a very flexible Service Based Architecture which uses HTTP and
REST API. The usage of those protocols requires security expertise to harden it against unauthorized
data access. We outlined some potential risk areas and
how to approach them.

5 Risk Areas for 5G Core Network
Security
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Figure 4: Acquisition of PCC

Figure 5: Variant 1 for updating PCC
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Figure 6: Alternative 2 of updating PCC

Figure 7: Service Based Architecture – Roaming Scenario
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